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your
partner
in chat.
Introducing solutions for Community Managers to have an easy and deep interaction with users while having the right data that can help further grow your
Telegram community!
We, AQOOM, have met blockchain users and corporate officials to further understand how Community Managers work and we created solutions to make
their tasks easier and more productive. Having a growth and user-focused
platform, Community Managers will have the right tools in producing data for
future marketing purposes while never missing a time to interact with users.
We aim to help blockchain companies to operate and manage Telegram chat
groups more quickly and efficiently through AQOOM Chatbot.
AQOOM Chatbot is a customizable omni channel bot and assistant platform
for blockchain enterprises and it helps to create a safe and better environment
for user-investor interaction and communication.

introduction
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just the
right
features.
We collected all the features that you need for your growing Telegram
community. These features can help you to have the right tools managing and
moderating your groups.
We focused on three major points which are interaction, moderation,
and analytics.

how we can help?
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interaction
Interacting with your users has never been this easy. With an all-in-one interface
where you can directly reply to questions, answer queries, or just reply to different kind of messages, you’ll never miss an opportunity to indulge in to a conversation. You can also directly ban, kick, or delete a message in the same message
log. You can also set different announcements for different times and dates.

Collected Questions

Scheduled Announcements

All the questions posted in the chatroom will
be in one message log. The community manager can directly answer these questions
via direct message or replying to the group.
Through this feature, Community Manager will
never miss an opportunity to answer important questions.

Community Managers can now set announcements or messages ahead of time. These messages could be recurring by minutes, hours,
days, weeks and even by month. Community
Managers will always be sure to send the right
annoucements and reminders at the right time.

Messages Directed to Admins

Welcome Messages

Messages that has ‘admin’ word to it will be
in one message log. It will be easier for Community Managers to see all the questions,
inquiries, and messages that are directed to
admins. The Community Manager can directly
reply to these messages, ban, kick, or restrict
the users, or message them on a direct message.

Community Managers can now set a welcome
message everytime a user joins in the group.
Through this feature, Community Managers
can start interacting with the new members
and can also add a links to website, faqs, or
even just a simple message to start interacting
with new members.
features
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moderation
From basic to advanced filters, you know that there’s no message that is going
to be out of control. You have full control over on what are allowed and restricted in your chat group. And with the Warning Points System, you have an option
to send warnings, ban, or kick a member who accumulated a certain amount of
points. And even if you have not turned on a filter, you’ll be notified on what is on
and what you could be changed.

Anti-Spam

Warning Points System

This feature automatically detects other bots
and spams. By selecting different filters and
restrictions, Community Managers have the
control to which words to ban and what URLs
and Bots are allowed in the group. Managers can also set restrictions to new members
from sending a message within a certain
time-frame. This can prevent spammers from
sending advertisements and spams and then
leaving the room.

Members accumulate warning points whenever they send a restricted message. As these
points are accumulated, the Community Manager has the option what to do with these
users. They can directly ban, kick, or restrict a
member from sending a message for a certain
period of time. Through this feature, you can
keep track which users are causing trouble in
your community.

Filters

Activity Notification

Filters that ranges from restricting different
kinds of messages, Community Managers are
sure that the room are free abusive words
and sentences. These kinds of messages are
automatically detected and deleted from the
chatroom. This feature is the easiest way to
manage contents and posts in your chat room.
This features serves as a cleaner to maintain
the credibility of your chat room.

On the Message Log, you can see messages
that are potential spams or users that has already accumulated a huge amount of warning
points. Community Managers will have an option to take immediate action to turn on a filter
as needed or keep it off, delete the message,
send a warning to the sender, or just directly
kick and ban the user.

features
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data and analytics
We provide the right data for your Community Managers to gain insights about
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your users to strategize
and formulate
your new next event or promotion! You
can also receive reports whenever you want it, no reminders needed! In addition
to that you’ll know how much is your bot performing in your Telegram groups. So
you’ll know if you need to be more lenient or if you just have just the right restrictions.
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User Data Insights

Bot Performance

Gaining user data can now be accessed
through a profile page. Community Managers
can now follow and track user activites like
active hours, types of messages being sent by
a certain user and also how many messages
a user is sending per day. Through these data,
Community Managers can gain insights about
each and every user of your community, active
or not.

This feature lets the Community Manager
knows how the bot is performing. It can show
how many messages are being processed,
how many members are being kicked by
the bot, and how many messages are being
deleted. Through this, Community Managers
can decide if the restrictions are too strict or to
make it more lenient.

Scheduled Reports

Community Reports

Community Managers can receive reports
regarding their community at the right time.
These scheduled reports can be the key in an
effect marketing strategy as these can be used
with the Marketing Team and plan the next
event and promotions.

Community Managers can now keep track
how the Telegram community is growing. With
datas about how many users are joining, leaving, and are inactive, Community Managers
can think of ways how to keep the community
growing.
features

be part
of our
growth.
As we are in BETA version, the features of our service are
currently limited, but we are confident that it will provide a
better experience for chat group managers in operating your
company’s Telegram community.
AQOOM Chatbot have great plans to expand and add more
features in the future that would help and provide helpful
information how to manage your Telegram community more
efficiently.
We would appreciate to receive your comments and
suggestions regarding our service and if you have any
problems, you can reach us via info@aqoom.com. We
would also like to know the features that you would want
to see in our future versions.
AQOOM Chatbot.
Your partner in chat.

